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INTRODUCTION
Amazon CEO Jeﬀ Bezos looked at the clock on the instrument panel of his Segway Human
Transporter; it was 7:52AM and he knew he would need a little luck to get to his 8:00AM
meeting at Amazon's Beacon Hill headquarters. The sidewalks of Seattle were as crowded as
ever; he nevertheless threw caution into the wind by leaning forward and pushing the Segway to its top speed of 12.5 mph.
Jeﬀ was looking forward to the meeting with Amazon's senior management. They were to
discuss the implications of Amazon entering into the cloud computing market just two years
earlier.
In 2006, Bezos realized that a large part of Amazon's hardware infrastructure went unused
during periods of low demand, and decided to harness these untapped resources and steer
Amazon towards a whole new market. He saw an opportunity to leverage Amazon’s technological infrastructure and expertise to lease hardware storage and computing power.
Since then, the cloud computing market had matured; both customers and competition now
populated the playing field. With industry behemoths like Microsoft, Google and IBM entering the market, Bezos pondered whether his entry into the cloud computing market had
been the right thing to do, and how they might choose the best strategic position for Amazon's future.
With steely resolve, Jeﬀ tightened his helmet strap and charged up the last block toward the
familiar PacMed building, where the meeting was set to begin in just a few minutes.

C O M PA N Y O V E RV I E W

Founding of Amazon
While working as a financial analyst for D. E. Shaw & Co. in 1993, Bezos noticed a 2300%
year-over-year increase in Internet usage and recognized the tremendous growth potential
of online commerce. He devised a business plan for an online bookstore that would not be
bound to the shelf-space limitation of traditional retail bookstores and could therefore oﬀer
an unprecedented selection of books to its customers. In 1994, Bezos founded Amazon.com
in the garage of his home in Bellevue, Washington. The company began as an online book-
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store named “Cadabra.com”, which was later renamed to “Amazon” after the world's most
voluminous river.
The website was oﬃcially launched as an online bookstore in 1995 and sales were immediate.
Over time, Amazon evolved to include additional features such as customer reviews, product recommendations, selling of second-hand books, and more. The company also began expanding its business from books to a wide variety of consumer products and services. By
2002, Amazon had become a Fortune 500 company.
The company's initial business plan did not expect to turn a profit for four to five years; this
was an eﬀective if unusual strategy. Amazon grew steadily in the late 1990s while other
Internet companies grew blindingly fast. When the dot-com bubble burst, and many ecompanies went out of business, Amazon persevered. It finally turned its first profit in the
fourth quarter of 2002.
As of 2008, the Seattle-based company has over 17,000 employees worldwide, software design centers in eight countries, and thirty fulfillment centers and warehouse locations spread
around the world.

Amazon’s Culture
When Bezos founded Amazon.com, he envisioned a corporate culture that was intense, yet
friendly, and brought in people from diverse backgrounds with a common desire to succeed
(Exhibit 1 -Jeﬀ Bezos). His approach was influenced by the culture of the software giant Microsoft, but with less internal competition.
Amazon's corporate culture reflected its drive to innovate as well as its focus on customer
satisfaction. Teams were typically small and had the authority to solve a problem as they saw
fit. Moreover, developers were encouraged to focus on the value added to customers rather
than just adapting new technology. Amazon strived to be the world's most accessible and
customer-centric company, endeavoring to oﬀer its customers both the largest possible selection and the lowest possible price.
To satisfy customer requirements in the best way, Amazon followed a process of “working
backwards,”starting with customer needs and working backward until the minimum set of
technology requirements to satisfy these needs had been obtained. This customer-centric
approach earned the company extremely high customer satisfaction scores every year since
2000 (Exhibit 2 - American Customer Satisfaction Index 2007), resulting in a large pool of
loyal customers, who, as of 2008, accounted for about 66% of Amazon's sales.
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Amazon's Retail Business
Amazon's retail portal attracted over 615 million visitors in 2007 and oﬀered more than 16
million items for sale. In 2007, Amazon accounted for approximately 6% of the $136 billion
online retail market in the U.S (Exhibit 3 - U.S. Online Retail Sales Revenues). Sales grew
21% to $175 billion in 2007, and despite the economic slowdown of early 2008, a report from
Forrester Research and Shop.org forecasts 17% growth in 2008, up to $204 billion.
Amazon has invested heavily in R&D over the years, taking advantage of its proprietary
technology to improve process eﬃciency and support for infrastructure web services. The
company has patented a “1-Click” ordering system allowing for return business without information re-entry. It has also developed artificial intelligence-based dynamic pricing and a
sophisticated system for making personalized product recommendations.
A major challenge for Amazon in the retail segment has been cost and time of delivery.
Amazon relies on a limited number of shipping companies to deliver orders to their customers. To minimize shipping costs, Amazon has developed a widespread distribution system,
allowing the company to keep delivery times as short as possible. Inventory is kept to a
minimum to cut down on overhead costs, enabling lower prices. Despite gains in operational
eﬃciency, profit margins remain low due to its choice of low-margin product segments, very
aggressive pricing strategy, and oﬀers of free shipping service for select products.
As the international online retail market grew, Amazon expanded its presence and operations globally. A locally targeted website was made available in both the country's native language and English. Amazon achieved this “think global, act locally” approach through a single piece of global software which could handle any language. This has reduced entry costs
for other potential international markets.

Amazon's other Services and Products
Amazon oﬀers a variety of services and products outside of its main business, which leverage its expertise in online software and retailing. These include:
• Amazon Associates (1996) is an aﬃliate marketing program where participants can receive
up to 10% in referral fees by linking to Amazon products and services.
• Amazon Auctions (1999) is a web auction service competing against leading online auction
company eBay.
4
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• Amazon Marketplace (1999) is a fixed-price marketplace (and competitor to eBay's
Half.com) where a variety of vendors can sell new and used goods on a storefront tightly
integrated with Amazon's retail storefront.
• Amazon Services (2003) allows other companies (such as Target and Bebe Stores) to sell
their products on Amazon.com's platform. Amazon gets a commission based on clickthrough customer referrals and resulting product sales.
• Pinzon (2005) is Amazon's private label that focuses on textiles, kitchen utensils, and other
household goods.
• Webstore (2006) allows businesses to create their own e-commerce websites using their
own photos and branding (backed by Amazon's code-base). As of 2008, sellers pay
$59.95/month to subscribe and a 7% referral fee.
• Kindle (2007) is an e-book reader which renders print-like text with adjustable font size on
a digital screen (b/w e-ink). The device features wireless Internet connectivity (over
EVDO or 1xRTT) and the capacity for storing hundreds of books at a time, allowing users
to buy books wherever they have cell access.
• Digital Content oﬀerings (2007-2008) include an online video on-demand service called
Unbox, as well as an online music store that competes directly with Apple's iTunes and
Walmart by oﬀering DRM-free songs at a lower price. In January 2008, Amazon acquired
Audible (a company that sells more than 80,000 audio versions of books, newspapers, and
magazines as well as television and radio content) for $300 million.
• Applications for Social Networks (2008) include Amazon Giver and Grapevine which allow Facebook users to view friends' Amazon wish lists and purchases.
Over the years, the company made several acquisitions to diversify its service oﬀerings as
well as increase its product and customer base (See Exhibit 4 - Amazon's Acquisitions Over
the Years).
In addition, Amazon oﬀers web hosting and operation services for brick-and-mortar retailers such as Borders, Waldenbooks, Virgin Megastores, and HMV. Amazon also provides a
unified multichannel platform for a number of enterprise clients (Marks & Spencer, Benefit
Cosmetics, Mothercare), which supports consumer interaction with retail websites, in-store
terminals, and customer support.
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Financial Performance of Amazon
Amazon’s fees are primarily based on retail or marketplace business models. For the Amazon
Marketplace service, fees are charged not only to list a product but also for each product
sold. Amazon charges several optional fees like shipping as well. Commission rates of 6% to
15% of the sale price were customary. Amazon also earns some revenue from advertising on
the site and derived about 40% of its sales from partners participating in their “Associates”
program.
The company first reported a profit in Q4 2002, five years after going public. Since then,
Amazon has shown a positive net income. Between 1998 and 2007, sales grew from $609
million to almost $15 billion. Q1 of 2008 saw revenues rise to $4.13 billion from last year's
$3.02 billion, corresponding to a 37% increase. (Exhibit 5 - Income Statement and Balance
Sheet FY07, Exhibit 6 - Income Statement and Balance Sheet Summary, Last 10 years and
Exhibit 7 - Cash Flow Statement FY 07-08.)
Despite Amazon's continued profitability in recent years, its overall deficit in 2008 stood at
$1.8 billion. Profit margins have been consistently lower than the industry average, with a
five-year average of 3.5% compared to the sector average of 7.3%. Some investors were worried that Amazon's capital investment in technological initiatives such as Amazon Web Services would cause profits to decline even further in the short term.
Exhibit 8 - Amazon Stock Price since its IPO compared to major competitors, shows Amazon's stock performance from 1994-2008, as compared to other technology companies and
the market.

Competition and Competitive Trends
In 1997, the largest U.S. bookstore chain, Barnes & Noble, launched its own website. As of
2008, however, they continue to trail Amazon in sales. They often imitated Amazon's oﬀerings, making themselves a target of several patent infringement lawsuits filed by Amazon,
most notably regarding the “1-click ordering” functionality.
Amazon's largest e-commerce competitor is eBay. Competition between the two companies
has increased over the years, with the companies facing oﬀ against each other in several key
areas such as online auctions and marketplaces. A stock performance summary of Amazon
and its major competitors is included in Exhibit 9 - Direct Competitors of Amazon.
Consumer preference to shop at physical retail establishments has also been a consistent
threat for Amazon. In 2008, online sales represented only a small percentage of the total
retail market and penetration varied widely by category. As a result, although Amazon can
6
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reduce prices and make its oﬀerings cheaper, the company continues to face stiﬀ competition from retailers focusing on specialty markets and providing a higher quality of service.
Amazon oﬀers millions of products at competitive prices and has an extensive distribution
network. New entrants that are willing to compete at the same scale are faced with the challenges of the huge initial investment required to develop competing market presence. Internet retail websites are common, but they tend to be much smaller in scale compared to
Amazon; they tend to specialize in a smaller subset of products and cater to a smaller market segment.

C L O U D C O M P U T I N G O V E RV I E W
“Cloud computing” is a term used to describe massively scalable, hosted computing that is
made available to all consumers (individuals, small-business, enterprises). (Exhibit 10 - Cloud
Computing Overview). The computing resources exist as part of a network of computers
that are typically owned and operated by a third-party through consolidated data centers.
Consumers of the cloud are primarily concerned with the computing services it can deliver
and are mostly indiﬀerent to underlying technology and implementation; they can expect to
save on equipment and energy costs while benefiting from increased eﬃciency, productivity,
and reliability.
Several factors, including the decline in data transport costs, hardware virtualization, and
multicore CPUs, and the proliferation of MIDs (mobile internet devices) have contributed
to the growth of cloud computing. Further, the popularization and proliferation of webbased email, calendars, and collaborative oﬃce productivity applications has fostered a new
market for cloud computing.
In essence, developers of cloud computing sought to transform IT computing into a commoditized utility. As Bezos said, “You don't generate your own electricity. Why generate
your own computing?”
A list of cloud computing vendors is provided in Exhibit 11 - Cloud Computing Vendors.
Exhibit 12 - Myths and Limitations discusses the technical aspects of cloud computing.
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A M A Z O N E N T E R S T H E M A R K E T F O R C L O U D C O MP U T I N G A N D S T O R AG E S E RV I C E S
Amazon's computing demands experience large seasonal variations, such as the surge in
traﬃc before the winter holidays. Ensuring the necessary capacity to handle peak usage results in up to 90% idle time for Amazon's servers. Amazon identified this excess processing
power as a revenue stream by oﬀering cloud computing services.
Launched in July 2002, Amazon Web Services (AWS) allowed developers to outsource their
online and application infrastructure needs at commodity prices. AWS included the following services:
• Alexa Web Information Service: web information service (acquired in 1999)
• Mechanical Turk: dividing work into many tasks for humans (2005)
• Elastic Compute Cloud: computing platform (2006)
• Simple Storage Service: storage platform (2006)
• Simple Queue Service: web service for storing and queuing messages across the Internet
(2007)
• Flexible Payments Service: online payment platform (2007)
• Simple DB: web service for running queries on structured data in real time (2007)
• Persistent Storage: allows developers to earmark a storage volume online for people to
save files in diﬀerent file systems (2008)

As of 2008, Amazon has not released exact figures on revenue from AWS, but did announce
that 330,000 customers had signed up as of late 2007. Analysts estimated Amazon's cloud
computing revenues to be less than $50 million. A list of web services provided by Amazon
is in Exhibit 13 - Amazon Web Services.
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Amazon's Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)
Launched in August 2006, Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) had pioneered the field of
“infrastructure-as-a-service” (IaaS) by presenting a virtual computing environment allowing
customers to use web interfaces to requisition machines. Common operations included installing an application environment, managing network access permissions, and running
programs. EC2 was designed to make web-scale computing more convenient and inexpensive for developers and allow easy access to Amazon's proven computing infrastructure.
Three key features of the EC2 service are real-time scaling capacity, Amazon's large computing infrastructure, and flexibility to allow customers to easily match fluctuating resource requirements. This service addressed the common problem of highly variable traﬃc faced by
many web start-ups. Before the introduction of services like EC2, the only solution was to
oﬀer services and bandwidth to the scale of the expected surges of activity, which is costprohibitive and capital-ineﬃcient for many small companies. Since the launch of EC2, engineers at Amazon have invested resources in making these services customer-friendly. To
combat security concerns regarding the shared EC2 service, Amazon provided interfaces
that allowed users to configure firewall settings to control network access between groups of
instances.
With the elastic IP Address feature of EC2, Amazon also made a step into the web hosting
market. This feature allowed Amazon Web Services users to set up static IP addresses, making it easy to host websites, web services, and other online applications. EC2 as a web hosting service competed with lower bandwidth costs ($0.10 to $0.18 per GB) compared to conventional hosting services ($0.50 per GB or higher).

Amazon's Simple Storage Service (S3)
Amazon's Simple Storage Service (S3) provides a simple web service interface for storing and
retrieving any amount of data from anywhere on the web. It gives developers access to the
same highly scalable, reliable, fast, and inexpensive data storage infrastructure that Amazon
uses to run its own global network of websites. (Exhibit 14 - Amazon S3 Objects)
In Fall 2007, there were cases of customers not being able to access their data due to outages
on S3. To oﬀset these risks, Amazon oﬀered a “99.9% Monthly Up-time Percentage” Service
Level Agreement (SLA) for S3, committing to an average availability of 99.9% every month.
However, according to a CNet report, some customers feel that for many applications that
need to leverage cloud computing resources, the SLA does not provide enough assurance. It
is Amazon's reputation and track record for reliability that is often more important than the
SLA in determining the appropriateness of S3 for any particular application.
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Customers of Amazon's Cloud Computing
Amazon's EC2 service was primarily targeted towards companies without the time or resources to build their own dedicated computing infrastructure such as early-stage startups,
as well as research organizations who needed infrequent but heavy computing resources.
EC2 was also aggressively marketed to large, well-known companies, including NASDAQ,
SanDisk and the New York Times. Adam Selipsky, VP of Product Management for AWS,
remarked about the wide range of customers, “We always knew this would appeal to startups. The value proposition is strong. But we have been pleasantly surprised to see take-up by
larger companies too.”
In 2008, in order to meet the needs of a variety of developers, Amazon expanded its service
to include more pricing and computing power options (Exhibit 15 - Available Instance Types
and Price). Developers could now choose the amount of memory, processing power and
storage necessary for their application, paying for extra features as necessary. APIs also allowed applications to automatically scale computing resources on the fly. Amazon made
these services convenient and user-friendly, negating the need for its customers to contact
sales and customer-support frequently.
Some examples of how specific customers used and taken advantage of AWS:
• Microsoft used the storage service to support a high volume of software downloads.
• Von Kempelen used Amazon Mechanical Turk to provide customers with fast, automated,
human-completed translation services at a reasonable cost.
• Zillow.com, a two-year-old real estate website that receives four million visitors per month,
used EC2 for what they call “overflow-computational-capacity.”
• The New York Times used the capabilities of AWS to electronically process 150 years'
newspaper articles.
• Smugmug.com stores its 80 TB of images, with an increasing rate of 10 TB of new images
per month, on Amazon S3, creating an estimated savings of $500,000 per year in storage
costs and maintenance.

Partners of Amazon's Cloud Computing
Amazon EC2 has had success in attracting many influential partners, including:
• Sun Microsystems: Sun collaborated with AWS to oﬀer OpenSolaris on Amazon EC2,
allowing developers to have access to a free, open source operating system based on Sun's
Solaris OS technology. This open source access could gain popularity around the globe.
10
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• MySQL AB: MySQL Enterprise subscription oﬀers support for Amazon EC2's virtual
computing environment, allowing developers to deploy an open source database “in the
cloud”, with MySQL AB oﬀering full software and production support.
• Facebook: Facebook and AWS teamed up to help Facebook developers scale their applications using Amazon's on-demand computing infrastructure. By daily growth of Facebook network's users, this could be a major development for Amazon's infrastructure.
• Red Hat Linux: Red Hat supports over 3000 Red Hat Enterprise Linux-certified applications on Amazon EC2's virtual computing environment.
Briefly, Amazon collaborates with major players required for development of the platform,
including both Windows and Linux based users.

I N D U S T RY

AND

A N A LY S T R E S P O N S E S

Microsoft
In April 2008, Microsoft launched its first cloud computing oﬀering, Live Mesh, signaling a
shift in Microsoft's focus from packaged software towards software services. Live Mesh is a
synchronization system that allows application data to be synchronized among diﬀerent devices through the web or across internal IT networks. Devices in this relationship are collectively referred to as a “mesh.” By leveraging its dominant position in the OS market, Microsoft aims to make up for its late entry into the hosted software market, which could still be
vital for Microsoft's future survival in software services and products.

Google
In March 2008, Google launched its “App Engine” oﬀering, which allows third-party developers to use Google's cloud technologies to develop and host their own applications. Customers of App Engine were able leverage existing Google products through an API instead
of building their own from scratch. In sharp contrast to Amazon's open-ended capacity ceilings, Google has imposed capacity limits on many of its web services. (Exhibit 16 - Amazon
vs Google).
Google CEO Eric Schmidt believes that advertising enables the new cloud-computing-based
paradigm: “The analogous thing that happened to make this possible was the development
of advertising in this new forum. What’s interesting is that the two – cloud computing and
11
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advertising – go hand-in-hand. There is a new business model that’s funding all of the software innovation to allow people to have platform choice, client choice, data architectures
that are interesting, solutions that are new – and that’s being driven by advertising.”

Sun Microsystems
Before cloud computing was introduced, Sun oﬀered grid computing services on the Sun
Grid at Network.com. In March 2007, Sun oﬀered a pay-as-you-go cloud computing service
on its Network.com platform for high-performance applications. They partnered with Amazon in May 2008, making OpenSolaris, MySQL, and Glassfish available with commercial
support on Amazon's EC2. OpenSolaris on Amazon EC2 was made available for no additional charge.
In May 2008, Sun laid out its vision for a future cloud computing platform code-named Hydrazine. Robert Brewin, CTO of Sun, described Hydrazine as a combination of Amazon’s
EC2, Microsoft’s Live Mesh, and Google Analytics integrated into a single product. In addition, Sun plans a repository where its customers can store services that run on the cloud as
well as a library of metadata that can be reused when building applications.

IBM
IBM launched Blue Cloud in November 2007, providing a management environment via a
web-based interface and allowing users to request access to infrastructure resources from
the cloud. This technology, primarily targeted at financial services companies, aims to give
IT departments the ability to build internal computing clouds that could link to other public or private clouds. In May 2008, IBM announced a global, online marketplace for software
applications under a plan called the Blue Business Platform. The marketplace would feature
a mix of business applications and services aimed primarily at small and mid-sized companies.
IBM's first product oﬀering to come out of the Blue Business Platform was IBM Lotus
Foundations, an application delivered as an on-premise software server. IBM is also working
with Google to provide cloud computing to universities, with the service being currently
available in 6 major US universities.

Market Analysts
Amazon’s e-commerce success has been noticed on Wall Street. The company’s shares
soared 135% in 2007, nearly three times the stock-value growth of Google. However, Ama-
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zon had to meet very high quarterly growth expectations just to maintain stock prices, creating notable risks for investors.
Some analysts, particularly at Gartner, suggested that cloud computing would dominate
Amazon's future business model, classifying it as a disruptive technology. Larry Dignan, executive editor of the technology news website ZDNet, explained, “Amazon’s real business
down the line will be its cloud services. […] Books will be just a front to sell storage and
cloud computing.” Dignan also felt that Amazon was far ahead of its competitors, and he
added that “everyone else –- Google and Microsoft -– are working on their cloud computing
services, but they are really in the first revision of their respective oﬀerings. Amazon is
ahead and tweaking.”
Other observers believe that Amazon's cloud computing platform is a doomed eﬀort, and
they view it as similar to the millions of dollars Amazon had invested during the dot-com
boom on unprofitable distribution centers. Many investors had expected consistent profit
growth by 2008, but Amazon's profit had actually fallen, dragged down in part by spending
on new technology investments.
A significant barrier keeping Amazon from grabbing a big piece of the enterprise computing
market was its limited compatibility with Microsoft Windows-based IT infrastructures. Despite Amazon's claim that the S3 data storage service was platform agnostic, the EC2 computing service was open only to Linux-based platforms. EC2’s default operating system was
Red Hat Linux, which many customers replaced with their own preferred version of Linux.
As of 2008, Microsoft did not oﬀer a license to fit this type of computing infrastructure.
Amazon would never embrace Windows on EC2 for cost reasons; it could be prohibitive to
the company’s pricing strategy–oﬀering computing power at nickels per hour.
In addition, several AWS customers took notice of a major service outage in the Fall of
2007. Said Animoto’s CTO Jeﬀerson: “We had several instances that went down. Luckily for
us, it wasn’t a complete outage because we had multiple instances of the servers.”
As of 2008, many businesses were still in the experimentation phase with Amazon's twoyear-old cloud computing oﬀerings. “At this stage,” Forrester’s Staton says, “it’s still very
much a do-it-yourself service. As a result, there are a lot of companies trying it out, but not
many are betting their businesses on it. We see a lot of enterprises tipping their toes in and
trying it out, but not a lot running things that they count on.”
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Exhibit 1: Jeﬀ Bezos
Jeﬀrey Preston Bezos is Amazon’s founder, president, CEO, and Chairman of the Board. he
strives to ensure that the company is never satisfied with the status quo and emphasizes, “I
ask our people to wake up afraid and terrified every morning.” A hands-on leader, Bezos reviews details of the business at all levels and relentlessly recruits talented, innovative individuals. His guiding principles for Amazon include:
• Communication is terrible: When employees said they needed to communicate more
within the company, he shocked them by shooting back: “No, communication is terrible.”
To promote his decentralized vision of the company, he created “two-pizza teams”: highly
autonomous task forces with five to seven people who innovate and test new features.
• Take leaps of faith: Bezos takes risks on ideas - such as letting surfers search the full
texts of thousands of books - that are so bold and innovative that the only way to know
whether they will work is to try them on a grand scale.
• Be simple-minded: Bezos prefers making decisions based on hard data, but when that is
not possible, he believes in the power of being “simple-minded,” relying on common sense
about what would be in the best interest of his customers.
• Add up lots of little advantages: Amazon does not have any single big advantage over
potential competitors, so he is constantly introducing small but innovative features that
add up to a superlative experience for customers. This overall ecosystem associated with
Amazon diﬀerentiates it against its competitors.
• Just do it: Bezos has instated a corporate policy which encourages employees to work on
side projects without asking for permission.

Source: http://www.time.com/time/covers/0,16641,19991227,00.html
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Exhibit 2: American Customer Satisfaction Index 2007

Source: http://www.theacsi.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=147&Itemid=155&i=Internet+Retail
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Exhibit 3: U.S. Online Retail Sales Revenues (1999 - 2006)

Exhibit 4: Amazon's Acquisitions Over the Years
• 2008
• Audible.com: an audiobook provider
• 2007
• dpreview.com: a digital photography review website
• Brilliance Audio: the largest independent publisher of audiobooks in the U.S.
• 2006
• Shopbp: women’s designer clothing and accessories retailer
17
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• 2005
• BookSurge: a print-on-demand company
• Mobipocket.com: an eBook software company
• CreateSpace: a distributor of on-demand DVDs
• 2004
• Joyo.com: a Chinese e-commerce website
• 2003
• CD Now: a rival online music retailer
• 1999
• Alexa Internet: provides information on web traﬃc to other websites
• Accept.com: a startup that developed solutions to simplify Internet transactions
• Exchange.com: specializes in hard-to-find books, music, and memorabilia
• 1998
• Internet Movie Database (IMDb): an online database for actors, movies, and TV
shows
• PlanetAll: a web-based address book, calendar, and reminder service
• Junglee: an XML-based data mining startup.
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Exhibit 5: Amazon: Income Statement and Balance Sheet,
FY07

Exhibit 6: Amazon’s Income Statement and Balance Sheet
Summary, Ten Years
20
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Exhibit 7: Amazon: Cash Flow Statement, FY07-08
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Exhibit 8: Amazon Stock Price Since its IPO compared to
Major Competitors

Amazon (AMZN)'s stock performance since its IPO, compared to NASDAQ (IXIC), eBay
(EBAY), Microsoft (MSFT) and Google (GOOG)
Source: http://finance.google.com

Exhibit 9: Direct Competitors of Amazon

Source: http://finance.yahoo.com/q/co?s=AMZN
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Exhibit 10: Cloud Computing Overview
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Exhibit 11: Cloud Computing Vendors

Source: http://www.johnmwillis.com/mysql/cloud-vendors-a-to-z/
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Exhibit 12: Cloud Computing - Myths and Limitations

Source: http://blogs.zdnet.com/BTL/?p=8409
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Exhibit 13: Amazon Web Services

Source: http://www.readwriteweb.com/archives/amazon_webos.php

Exhibit 14: Amazon S3 Objects

Source: Jeﬀ Bezos talk at Startup School, April 19, 2008
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Exhibit 15: Available EC2 Instance Types and Pricing

Source: http://www.amazon.com/gp/browse.html?node=201590011
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Exhibit 16: Amazon vs. Google

Source: http://blogs.zdnet.com/Hinchcliﬀe/?p=166
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Exhibit 17: Cloud Computing, SaaS, and PaaS Industries

Source: http://saaslink.googlepages.com/saasindustrymap
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